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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 
 

Ultrathin, Uniform Protective Alumina Coatings for Colloidal Nanostructures via 

Atomic Layer Deposition 
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 Plasmonic nanostructures are known to degrade easily through chemical, 

thermal, and oxidative mechanisms. Atomic layer deposition (ALD) of uniform, 

conformal, and ultrathin layers of alumina is a versatile method for fabricating protective 
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coatings against degradation and aging of metal nanostructures. We demonstrate that a 

~1 nm coating completely protects against aggressive peroxide etching and thiophenol 

contamination. A ~3 nm coating is shown to completely protect against photo-oxidation 

effects. To fabricate our protective alumina coatings, we used Ag nanocubes (AgNCs) 

as the core nanostructure. These AgNCs are molecularly passivated with (3-

mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane to uniformly control the surface chemistry and establish 

binding sites for alumina deposition. The alumina is then deposited via ALD on the 

angstrom scale to precisely control the oxide coating thickness. This inorganic coating 

scheme can be advantageously used to protectively coat any plasmonic metal 

nanostructure for any size and shape.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Basics of Plasmonic Nanoparticles 

 Plasmon resonance is an optical phenomenon arising from the collective 

oscillation of conduction electrons in a metal when the electrons are disturbed from their 

equilibrium positions. These disturbances can be induced by an electromagnetic wave 

such as light, in which the free electrons of a metal are driven by the alternating electric 

field to coherently oscillate at a resonance frequency relative to the lattice of positive 

ions.1 The bulk plasmon frequency of a particular metal depends only on its free electron 

density. For transition metals such as Cu, Ag, and Au, the plasmon frequencies occur in 

the visible region. Because the penetration depth of an electromagnetic wave on a metal 

surface is limited (<50 nm for Ag and Au), only plasmons caused by surface electrons 

are significant.1 If the collective oscillation of free electrons is confined to a finite volume 

as with a metal nanoparticle, the corresponding plasmon is called a localized surface 

plasmon.  

Figure 1.1 above shows the interaction between the electric field on incident light and 

the free electrons of a metal sphere. The electric field can cause free electrons to move

Figure 1.1 Localized surface plasmons of metal nanospheres due to the 
coupling of incident electromagnetic radiation with the free surface electrons.1 
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away from the metal particle in one direction, creating a dipole that can switch direction 

with the change in electric field. When the frequency of the dipole plasmon is 

approximately the same as the incident light, a resonance condition is reached, leading 

to constructive interference and the strongest signal for the plasmon.1 This phenomenon 

is referred to as a localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR).  

 Plasmonic nanoparticles can also be used to enhance local electromagnetic 

fields. LSPR can create intense local electric fields within a few nanometers of a particle 

surface. This near-field effect can improve Raman scattering cross sections of molecules 

adsorbed onto the surface.2 This phenomena has lead to work in the field of plasmonic 

spectroscopy, such as surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) spectroscopy and 

tip-enhanced Raman scattering (TERS) spectroscopy.   

 

 
Figure 1.2 a) Scanning electron microscope images of chemically synthesized 
metal nanoparticles of various shapes b) Optical spectra of these differently-
shaped nanoparticles showing their different plasmon resonances 

 The frequency and intensity of a plasmon resonance are determined primarily by 

the intrinsic dielectric property of a given metal, the dielectric constant of the medium in 

contact with the metal, and the pattern of surface polarization.1-3 Therefore, any change 

in the shape or size of a metal particle that can change the surface polarization causes a 

change to the plasmon resonance. This dependence offers the ability to tailor the LSPR 
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of metal nanoparticles through shape-controlled synthesis as seen in Figure 1.2a. Unlike 

the nanosphere, the nanocube has several distinct symmetries for dipole resonance, 

which give rise to more peaks in the optical spectra. Additionally, the position of the most 

intense peak for the nanocube is red-shifted compared with that of the sphere as seen in 

Figure 1.2b. This shift is caused by the accumulation of surface charges at the corners 

of the nanocube and is observed, in general, for any nanoparticle with sharp corners.1 In 

these systems, the increased charge separation reduces the restoring force for electron 

oscillation, which in turn results in a shift of the resonance peak to lower energy.1 

Plasmonic silver nanocubes will be utilized throughout this work and are of great interest 

because of their sharp edges and corners. Electrons are confined to the edges and 

corners producing high electric field confinement and high Raman enhancement. These 

nanocubes are chemically synthesized in large batches for high reproducible yield and 

are sharper than conventional top-down lithographic approaches.  

1.2 The Need for Protective Coatings 

To reap the benefits of the plasmonic nanostructures, it is crucial to maintain 

morphological, mechanical, and chemical integrity. Silver nanostructures degrade 

quickly by thermal, mechanical, and chemical mechanisms thus limiting their storage 

lifetimes.4-13  
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Figure 1.3 a) Transmission electron microscopy image of Pd nanocubes with an 
average size of 25 nm after exposure to air for 45 days b) Transmission electron 
microscopy image of Pd nanocubes with an average size of 50 nm after exposure 
to air for 8 days4 

 
As seen in figure 1.3a and b, the Pd nanocubes became core−shell-type particles 

with pores in the shell after a few days and weeks. Thus, the formation of a core−shell 

structure could be attributed to the oxidation of Pd by air. Oxide formation is generally 

characterized by three distinct stages, (i) dissociative adsorption of oxygen on the 

surface, (ii) diffusion of oxygen atoms into the surface layer(s), and (iii) nucleation and 

formation of a surface oxide.4 The oxide layers form pores due to the lattice mismatch 

between Pd and PdO. Individual oxide species are also weekly bound to the Pd surface 

and can migrate to the growing oxide layers.4   

For silver nanostructures, the LSPR is located in the UV–visible range and 

occurs for wavelengths around 400–450 nm. It is therefore very sensitive to the size and 

shape of the particle and also to its local environment such as surface oxidation. Silver is 

known to be highly photosensitive and photoaging of silver nanoparticles remains a big 

issue.4-13 Under light irradiation, silver nanoparticles undergo a progressive red-shift, 

broadening, and damping of their LSPR in the extinction spectra, on a time scale of a 

few hours.5 This effect is essentially a photo-assisted oxidation process where the oxide 
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shell is either amorphous or slightly crystalline. The oxidation process is clearly initiated 

by a photochemical process at the metal–atmosphere interface, involving UV light and 

native oxygen.5 The nature of the molecular surfactants is also important with regard to 

this phenomenon. Studies have been done comparing the oxidation of nanostructures 

between citrate and PVP as stabilizing polymers. With citrate stabilizers, the aging is 

considerably sped up as compared to PVP due to the steric effect. A PVP molecule is 

made of a long carbon chain, probably forming a “wool ball” around the particle that 

efficiently protects the particle surface from the ambient air, whereas the citrate is a 

shorter carbon chain unable to keep air from accessing the surface of the particle.5 

 

Figure 1.4 a) TEM images of nanocubes left under light illumination for different 
time scales b) Evolution of ratio between mean radius of curvature and length of 
cube as function of illumination time c)  Mapping of relative electric field at 
surface of nanocube calculated with FEM (COMSOL)5 

 Figure 1.4 shows the effects of edge rounding. Figure 1.4b gives the evolution of 

the ratio Rc/a with the exposure time. Edges and corners of the nanocubes become 

rounder with increasing time of illumination. The ratio Rc/a first increases with time 

during the early hours of illumination (from 0.19 to 0.25) and then converges to an 

asymptotic value of around 0.26. This rounding that increases under illumination is likely 

correlated to the spatial distribution of the field around the nanocube.5 As seen in figure 

1.4c, electric field calculated by the finite element method (FEM) is found to be more 
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intense near the edges and corners of the cube. This higher intensity may expedite the 

photo-aging process on the nanocube corners and edges and probably induces the 

rounding increase.5  

1.3 Molecular Passivation Protective Coatings 

 Protective coatings would be beneficial for silver nanostructures to maintain their 

sharp geometries and the enhancing optical properties of silver. The main difficulty in 

this case is the fact that the enhancement is a near-field effect, which rapidly decreases 

with increasing distance from the metal surface.9,19-20 A protective coating therefore has 

to be very thin but still uniform enough to effectively seal the whole silver surface.  

 Current state-of-the-art methods involve the self-assembly of an organic linker 

molecule (3-mercaptopropyltriethoxysilane) and subsequent growth of a silica shell. 

These protective coatings can be fabricated at ambient pressure and at relatively low 

temperatures. This method is based on a combined approach of thiol self-assembly on 

the surface of the metal nanoparticle and subsequent growth of an inorganic silica shell.9 

As seen in figure 1.5, this can be accomplished through the self-assembly of a linker 

molecule with both a thiol and a silane functionality, for example, 3-

mercaptopropyltriethoxysilane.9 Through the control of concentration and time exposed 

to solution, there is an immediate growth of a thin silica shell.   
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Figure 1.5 HRTEM images from a region close to the apex of a silica-coated Ag 
TERS tip. The scale bar is 5 nm.9 

  
 In figure 1.5, transmission electron microscopy reveals the presence of a thin 

protective silica coating on silver with a continuous but non-uniform layer. The nature of 

the protective layer can be checked by tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy. The TERS 

tips were dipped in an ethanolic thiophenol solution to allow chemisorption of thiophenol 

molecules onto exposed areas of the gold surface. The tip was then brought into STM 

feedback with a bare gold surface, and tip-enhanced Raman spectra were recorded to 

check the tips’ cleanliness.  

 

Figure 1.6 TERS measurements using protected Ag tips on a PhS SAM on Au (a) 
and on a bare Au substate (b) after dipping the tip into a thiophenol solution and 
extensive washing with ethanol. When using a nonoptimized protection recipe 
that results in a nonuniform layers (with pinholes), the PhS spectrum is already 
visible on the bare Au substrate after dipping the tip into the thiophenol solution 
(c).9 
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 As seen in figure 1.6, the characteristic Raman signals of thiophenol are 

completely absent for the measurements on the bare gold surface, as expected with the 

control sample. For an incomplete silica shell, there are intense thiophenol spectra, 

indicating the presence of pinholes in the coating.   

1.4 Protective Coatings via Atomic Layer Deposition 
 
 Oxide protective coatings have been previously studied to combat anti-corrosion. 

The requirements for these coatings are high protection against tarnishing, durable and 

cheap coatings, and ultrathin coatings.10 To satisfy these requirements, researchers 

turned to atomic layer deposition (ALD) to produce the coatings. ALD is a variant of the 

chemical vapor deposition process (CVD), in which the thin film is deposited by 

alternating single pulses of two precursor gasses with inert gas purging. Typically ALD is 

used to deposit inorganic compounds in which the precursor gasses are haloids, 

alcoholic-oxides, or organometallic compounds.10 The second precursor is a source of 

oxygen or nitrogen, when oxides or nitrides are desired, respectively. Protection against 

tarnishing is necessary for applications where appearance is important. Tarnishing is a 

surface discoloration and mainly results from the formation of black silver sulfide, Ag2S. 

Sulfate, chloride, oxide, organic carbon, and oxygenated organic carbon species are 

also shown to induce tarnishing effects.10 Ag surfaces, with or without protective ALD 

layers, subjected to a test in H2S atmosphere, showed the following results.  
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Figure 1.7 Images of Ag surfaces, ALD-coated (left and center) and unprotected 
specimen (right) at different moments of tarnishing test: a) pristine b) after 5 h and 
c) after 48 h10 

 The unprotected Ag surfaces show discoloration after only 1 h. The surfaces 

protected with a conventional organic varnish lasted for about 5 h while ALD protected 

surfaces showed no signs of contamination after 48 h of exposure. 

 In the field of plasmonic spectroscopy, efforts are made to protect plasmonic 

structures against chemical as well as mechanical degradation. The deposition of an 

ultrathin alumina protective coating on a metalized TERS probe prevents chemical 

degradation and extends the storage life of the tip.11 An alumina protective coating also 

prevents mechanical degradation during scanning compared to unprotected tips. AFM 

images indicate that the initial and final surface morphologies were consistent with one 

another for protected tips.11  
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Figure 1.8 XPS spectrum of a) a silver film on a flat silicon wafer and b) an 
aluminum oxide protected silver film that was aged in a desiccator for three 
months. Sulfur and chlorine contamination account for 9 at % of the film surface 
on the unprotected film and less than 0.5 at.% for the protected film. Images of the 
film morphologies after three months of aging in a desiccator: c) SEM image of a 
silver film, d) SEM image of an alumina protected silver film, e) AFM 3-D image of 
a small region of a silver film showing morphology rearrangement (full z-range is 
14 nm), and f) AFM 3-D image of a small region of a protected silver film showing 
features of very similar heights11 

 To conduct the chemical testing, XPS data were collected from the surface of 

aged silver and protected silver films that were aged in a dessicator for three months 

and are shown in figure 1.8a and b, respectively. The surfaces of the aged silver films 

(figure 1.8a) contained a large concentration of sulfur and chlorine contamination.11 A 

2.5 nm thick alumina protective coating reduced the amount of sulfur contamination and 

reduced the amount of chlorine contamination to a barely detectable level on samples 

aged for three months in a desiccator as shown in figure 1.8b.11 Analysis with AFM and 

SEM of the morphologies of unprotected silver films after three months of storage in a 

dessicator revealed changes in the morphology of the silver surfaces. SEM imaging of 

the silver film revealed the formation of depressions 50–100 nm in diameter, as seen in 
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figure 1.8c.11 The increased heights of the silver structures surrounding the depressed 

regions indicate that the silver particles at the surface of the film were migrating and 

aggregating as they aged. In contrast, the alumina protected film did not undergo a 

morphology change or increase in aggregation with aging, as shown in figure 1.8d,f.11 

No depressions were observed, and the silver morphology was consistent with its initial 

morphology. Thus, the alumina protective coating acted as an impermeable barrier layer 

that successfully extended the storage lifetime of the silver film to three months, 

preventing chemical attack and rearrangement of the silver morphology. 

 

Figure 1.9 TEM images of three different unprotected metallized tips a) after zero 
scans, b) three scans, and c) six scans on a standard silicon grid. TEM images of 
three protected tips after d) zero scans, e) three scans, and f) six scans on a 
standard silicon grid. The scale bar is 100 nm in all images.11  

 To conduct mechanical testing, metallized tips and aluminum oxide protected 

metallized tips were used to image some silicon. Representative TEM images of the 

silver metallized tips after collection of 0, 3, and 6 images are shown in figure 1.9a,b,c,11 

respectively. The tip diameter increased from 46 nm, for a tip that had not been used, to 

65 nm for the tip that had been used to collect six images. The unprotected tips 

experienced quite a bit of smoothing of the Ag film covering the tip surface.11 The 

mechanical degradation was an indication of the ineffectiveness of the TERS tip.  

 With this previous work, it has been shown that oxide coatings are successful in 
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protecting plasmonic structures against mechanical deformation, chemical degradation, 

and laser heating. In addition to degradation, oxide coatings, specifically alumina 

coatings, are shown to have excellent gas barrier properties.12 These metallized tips 

usually consist of a silicon or silicon nitride tip covered with a thin (20−50 nm), rough 

layer of a metal such as gold or silver. Abrasive friction forces between the metal layer 

and the surface under analysis are the main reason for degradation of the metal 

structure during “contact” or “tapping” mode scanning.12 Wearing is a well-known 

problem for silicon or silicon nitride tips in conventional SPM imaging. Metallized tips can 

also deteriorate irreversibly due to exposure to intense light, a phenomena called photo-

oxidation.4-13  

 
 

Figure 1.10 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of a metallized 
silicon nitride tip with a Ag film of 50 nm nominal thickness protected by 3 nm of 
Al2O3: a) freshly prepared and b) after 40 days of measuring enhancement of a 
polymer film. c) The morphology of an unprotected, silver-coated Si3N4 tip after 
scanning a PEDOT/PSS thin film three times. d) A tip with a 3 nm Al2O3 protective 
coating, after scanning a hard silicon substrate three times. Note that the 
magnification and orientation of the tip axis differ somewhat from image to image. 
Scale bar represents 50 nm.12 

  
 TEM images show a 3 nm Al2O3 layer effectively covering the Ag layer on the tip 
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(figure 1.10a,b). TEM images also demonstrate that after scanning a relatively soft 

polymer film only three times (figure 1.10c) the underlying metallic film has been 

completely removed from the apex and silver accumulated on the base of the blunted 

unprotected tip. For an Al2O3 protected tip after three scans of a hard, patterned silicon 

substrate (figure 1.10d), the interface between the protected silver plasmonic structure 

and the silicon nitride tip is evidently damaged, but the physical geometries of the 

plasmonic structure seems unaffected.12  

 One of the main issues with developing coatings is the fact that the SERS effect 

decreases exponentially with distance from the metal surface.9.19-20 Nevertheless, the 

enhancement has a range of a few nanometers to enable coating of a thin layer onto 

the substrate without completely attenuating the enhancement effect.13 Deposition of an 

ultrathin film onto the silver surface adds a protective layer that tends to stabilize the 

substrate for high-temperature applications while expanding the functionality of SERS 

and overall improving the shelf life of the substrate. Because the layer must be thin and 

uniform across the substrate, the challenge then becomes to identify a film growth 

technique capable of uniform, conformal deposition of a variety of films with minimal 

impact on the underlying SERS substrate. A technique that fulfills these requirements is 

atomic layer deposition (ALD). The ALD process is a self-limiting gas-phase growth 

process consisting of sequential exposures of the substrate to precursor gases that 

interact to form a single layer of film of varying composition on the substrate.13 A wide 

variety of film compositions can be grown with sub-nanometer precision that do not 

affect the underlying silver substrate because the precursor gases attach to surface sites 

such as hydroxyl groups on the silver.13 Additionally, the ALD process exhibits excellent 

film conformality independent of the geometry of the substrate, such as crevices, steps, 

corners, defects,etc. Consequently, the ALD technique can simultaneously control the 
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surface layer composition, the distance from the silver to the surface and the dielectric 

constant of the medium surrounding the SERS substrate.13 In addition to flat films and 

TERS probes, silver colloids have been coated with alumina. TEM images of the silver 

nanoparticles that were coated with various thicknesses of alumina are shown in figure 

1.11.  

 

Figure 1.11 TEM image showing silver nanoparticles coated with alumina for 10 
cycles.13 

It is within this realm that the work appears to be lacking. Alumina and oxide coatings in 

general have only been applied to visually characterize the thickness. No testing of the 

effectiveness of the coatings are done and there is no self-assembly of these oxide 

coated particles onto SERS substrates or TERS probes. Furthermore, these oxide 

coatings are quite non-uniform.  
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CHAPTER 2: FABRICATION OF PROTECTIVE COATINGS 
 

2.1 Silver Nanocube Synthesis 
 
  

 

 

Figure 2.1 Schematic showing the progress of Ag nanocube polyol synthesis 
process, along with redox reaction equation for the silver salt reduction.2 

 The Ag nanocube is the framework and foundation for this body of work. The 

polyol synthesis is employed and uses a high T solvent that is simultaneously a reducing 

agent to reduce a metal salt at high T.2 As these particles nucleate and grow, a polymer 

called polyvinylpryolidone or PVP selectively adsorbs to the {100} faces of cubes. The 

PVP blocks these faces from growing as fast as the other faces.2 As the other faces 

grow faster, they grow into the {100} faces and essentially all that is left is a cube.  

 

 

Figure 2.2 a) SEM image showing Ag nanocubes utilized throughout this work b) 
UV-Vis spectra of the Ag nanocubes 
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 The SEM image in figure 2.2a shows freshly synthesized monodispersed Ag 

nanocubes with an edge-to-edge length of approximately 90 nm. Figure 2.2b shows UV-

Vis optical spectra of these cubes. The broad dipolar peak represents plasmonic 

oscillation across cube faces whereas the sharper and smaller quadrupolar and higher-

order modes correspond to oscillations between corners and other features. The location 

of the dipolar peak indicates the size of our cubes and the sharpness of the quadrupolar 

indicates the sharpness of the cubes. This specific nanocube sample is utilized 

throughout the rest of the body of work. 

2.2 Langmuir-Blodgett Self-Assembly of Nanocubes 
 

 

Figure 2.3 Schematic and corresponding SEM images of Langmuir-Blodgett a) 
Low density self-assembly of nanocubes b) Low density self-assembly of 
nanospheres c) Low density self-assembly of octahedral e) High density self-
assembly of nanocubes f) High density self-assembly of nanospheres g) High 
density self-assembly of octahedral18 

 Figure 2.3 depicts the Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) self-assembly technique that 

offers precise arrangement of individual nanoparticles over comparatively large 

length scales.18 LB assembly involves the deposition of a solution of nanoparticles 

suspended in a highly volatile solvent (such as chloroform or toluene) on an air-

water interface in order to fabricate monolayer nanoparticle films (known as LB 

films). LB assembly frequently uses a tool known as an LB trough, a shallow Teflon 
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dish accompanied by motorized Delrin plastic compression barriers, which is often 

used to control particle density. This Teflon dish is typically filled with water to form 

an interface on which to deposit a nanoparticle solution. Once a nanoparticle 

solution is suspended on the water surface, individual nanoparticles will become 

evenly dispersed across the surface in order minimize their interparticle repulsive 

interactions.18 Using the motorized compression barriers, the nanoparticle film 

suspended at the air-water interface can be compressed to achieve higher particle 

packing densities (which are typically controlled by monitoring the surface pressure 

of the air-water interface, Figure 2.3). Substrates can be immersed into this 

suspended film using dip-coating methods in order to transfer the nanoparticle array 

to a solid surface. LB films can be created at any simple air-water interface. This 

particular body of work utilizes LB films at the convex water surface of a filled petri 

dish. 

2.3 Functionalization of Nanocubes  
 
 From the polyol synthesis, PVP is the capping agent. The problem with PVP is 

that it is essentially a “wool ball” that does not cap the nanocubes uniformly. Therefore, it 

is necessary to molecularly passivate the Ag nanocube surface by displacing PVP with 

(3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane (MPTMS) to obtain a more controlled and uniform 

layer. MPTMS is a bifunctional linker molecule with thiol and methoxy functionalities as 

seen in figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4 Molecular Schematic of MPTMS molecule 

 

Figure 2.5 Schematic detailing the ligand exchange procedure in this work 

 As seen in figures 2.4 and 2.5, the thiol group forms a strong covalent bond with 

metals (stronger than the physisorbed PVP and can kick the PVP off) and the methoxy 

groups act as leaving groups that can facilitate reactions on the other side.  

 

 

Figure 2.6 a) TEM images of Ag nanocubes synthesized with PVP b) TEM images 
of Ag nanocubes modified with MPTMS 
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The TEM images in figure 2.6 show a silver nanocube originally passivated with 

PVP and then displaced with MPTMS via the ligand exchange. The important thing to 

note is that the morphology of the cube remains intact. 

  

Figure 2.7 a) SERS spectra showing Ag nanocubes synthesized with PVP b) SERS 
spectra showing Ag nanocubes modified with MPTMS 

 It is necessary to compositionally verify that a successful ligand exchange to 

MPTMS has taken place. The perfect tool of choice is Raman spectroscopy to obtain a 

chemical signature of the material and clearly identify the structure and bonds within the 

materials based on the different vibrational modes and scattering interactions with light. 

Figure 2.7a shows a spectra of the Ag nanocubes functionalized with PVP. There are 

some silicon vibrational peaks as well as C-C bonds from the PVP and the interaction of 

our PVP with the metal surface. Once PVP is displaced with MPTMS, much more 

defined peaks are obtained as seen in figure 2.7b. These peaks correlate to the bonds 

and structure of the MPTMS molecule. The methoxy groups are observed to remain 

intact due to the appearance of the Si-O bond. Essentially, the MPTMS monolayers are 

formed through metal-thiolate bonding through the S atom. The molecules form an 

organized monolayer with the propyl chain in a largely trans conformation and the 

methoxy headgroups oriented parallel to the surface to reduce steric effects. 
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2.4 ALD Alumina Coatings for Nanocubes 
 

 

Figure 2.8 Schematic detailing the growth of the alumina coatings via ALD 

 Once the nanocubes are functionalized with MPTMS, aluminum oxide is 

deposited using ALD as seen in schematic in figure 2.8. Alumina is chosen because of 

its previous demonstrations in literature as a protective coating. ALD enables precision 

control of the thickness and uniformity of the coating. Specifically, for alumina deposition, 

trimethylaluminum (TMA) is used as a precursor and water is used as a reactant. In the 

first half reaction, the methoxy groups serve as leaving groups and the precursor TMA 

will bind to the silica binding sites. In the next half reaction, water is pulsed in to 

complete the angstrom level monolayer of alumina and form the interconnected solid 

state oxide. Between each of the deposition steps, a nitrogen purge removes excess 

precursor and reactants and byproducts. The deposition is carried out at 200° C (a 

temperature high enough to anneal the alumina but also not burn the MPTMS layer). 
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Figure 2.9 TEM images of 1 nm oxide coating  

 As seen in figure 2.9, the oxide coating does not critically change the morphology 

of the underlying Ag nanocubes.  

 

Figure 2.10 SERS spectra detailing the growth of the ALD alumina coating 

 SERS was used to determine whether the growth of alumina was successful. 

The peak of interest in figure 2.10 is the Ag-O peak at 234, which undergoes noticeable 

intensity changes with varying oxide thicknesses. These spectra were taken under 1.5 
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mW light irradiation for 30 seconds each.  Under that exposure time scale, photo-

oxidation took place and it is important to note the silver oxide peak growth due to 

oxidation. The variance between Ag-O peak intensity response with different thickness 

coating gives a preliminary indication of how thicker coatings can better protect against 

photo-oxidation. 

 

  

Figure 2.11 Characterization of the thickness of the alumina layers 

 The deposition of alumina onto the nanocubes involves the specification of the 

thickness based on a set recipe according to the equipment. The question then becomes 

is the thickness specified close to the actual deposited thickness. TEM is used to visually 

verify the thicknesses. The average measured oxide thicknesses correspond very 

closely with the expected thickness from the recipe. Furthermore, TEM data shows 

increasing coating thickness with increasing ALD cycle specification as well as uniform 

conformal coatings that do not affect the morphology and sharpness of the underlying 

nanocubes.  
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 Chapter 2 in part is currently being prepared for submission for publication of the 

material. Palani, Stephen; Hsu, Su-Wen; Liu, Yuanyuan; Tao, Andrea R. The thesis 

author was the primary investigator and author of this material. 
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CHAPTER 3: TESTING OF PROTECTIVE COATINGS 

3.1 Peroxide Chemical Etch Testing  
 
 The first degradation test involved exposing the nanocubes to 0.5% hydrogen 

peroxide. When hydrogen peroxide attacks Ag nanocubes, two things can happen: 

formation of silver oxide or etching and removal of nanocubes. 

 

 

Figure 3.1 a) SEM images of PVP AgNC before exposure to peroxide b) SEM 
images of PVP AgNC after exposure to peroxide 

  

Figure 3.2 SEM images of Ag nanocubes with a ~1 nm alumina coating a) Before 
exposure to peroxide b) After exposure to peroxide 

 When exposing unprotected nanocubes to hydrogen peroxide, there is a loss of 

density of the nanocube film as seen in figure 3.1b. This indicates that there is a good 
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amount of nanocube etching off the silicon substrate. For the nanocubes that remain 

intact, the morphology of the cubes changed, thus indicating formation of silver oxide as 

evident in the nanocubes’ rounded corners and pocket growth and formation. From 

figure 3.2b, it can be inferred that a ~ 1 nm coating is sufficient in protecting the 

nanocubes against hydrogen peroxide as there appears to be no etching or silver oxide 

formation.  

  
 
Figure 3.3 SEM images of Ag nanocubes with a ~2 nm alumina coating a) Before 
exposure to peroxide b) After exposure to peroxide  

 

  
Figure 3.4 SEM images of Ag nanocubes with a ~3 nm alumina coating a) Before 
exposure to peroxide b) After exposure to peroxide 

 From figures 3.3 and 3.4, it can be observed that 2 and 3 nm oxide coatings 

protect nanocubes sufficiently. There appears to be no damage to the samples 
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according to the SEM images. The morphology of the cubes remain intact and there 

appears to be no loss of density of the nanocube film.  

 The chemical contamination test involved exposing the nanocubes to a 1 mM 

ethanolic thiophenol solution for 30 min. To effectively combat against chemical 

contamination, a pinhole free protective coating is absolutely essential. In this test, the 

thiophenol molecules aggressively covalently bond to metal surfaces. With this test, it 

can be determined if pinhole free coatings are produced by exposing the nanocubes to 

thiophenol and using SERS to see if thiophenol has bound to the nanocube surface. 

 

Figure 3.5 SERS spectra of PVP AgNC before exposure to thiophenol (red) and 
SERS spectra of PVP AgNC after exposure to thiophenol (blue) 

 For unprotected nanocubes clear peaks corresponding to the bonds in thiophenol 

molecule arise (figure 3.5), indicating that unprotected Ag nanocubes undergo chemical 

contamination. This is expected and confirms that the control sample works.  
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Figure 3.6 SERS spectra of Ag nanocubes with ~1 nm of alumina before exposure 
to thiophenol (red) and after exposure to thiophenol (blue) 

 For a nanocubes protected with a ~ 0.92 nm alumina coating, there appears to 

be no change in the spectra and no signs of thiophenol (figure 3.6). Thus, the alumina 

coating is pinhole free in protecting against aggressive chemical contamination. 

 The final degradation test involved exposing the Ag nanocubes to continuous 

intense light irradiation over long periods of time. The testing for photo-oxidation was 

performed using a 785 nm laser at 1.5 mW power. SERS spectra were taken at different 

intervals of time and are plotted in figures 3.7-3.11 for different coating thicknesses and 

types.  
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Figure 3.7 SERS test for PVP AgNC for photo-oxidation  

 As seen in figure 3.7, for unprotected nanocubes there is a large increase in 

peak intensity for the silver oxygen bond. This signifies that there is a lot of silver oxide 

formation due to photo-oxidation. Essentially, the light irradiation induces the photo 

thermal effect and leads to increased phonon vibrations and heat. This heat then 

increases the rate of reaction of oxygen diffusion, nucleation, and growth into oxide.  
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Figure 3.8 SERS test for MPTMS AgNC for photo-oxidation 

 
  
Figure 3.9 SERS test for AgNC with 0.92 nm of alumina for photo-oxidation 
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Figure 3.10 SERS test for AgNC with 1.88 nm of alumina for photo-oxidation 

  
 

 
Figure 3.11 SERS test for AgNC with 2.81 nm alumina for photo-oxidation  

 Figures 3.7-3.10 indicate that there is formation of silver oxide for PVP and 

MPTMS passivated nanocubes as well as ~ 1-2 nm oxide coated nanocubes. The 

transition point occurs in figure 3.11 with a ~ 3 nm coating, where there is no change in 

the spectra over long periods of time (up to 2 hours) indicating that this oxide thickness 

offers full stability against photo-oxidation. 
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Figure 3.12 Plot of the intensity of Ag-O peak at 234 wavenumbers to track photo-
oxidation 

 With the knowledge acquired, it is important to see how the coating type and 

thickness affects the formation of silver oxide. Figure 3.12 tracks the SERS intensity of 

the silver oxygen peak with respect to time exposed to continuous laser light irradiation. 

With the different coating thicknesses and types, there are distinct intensity responses. 

By fitting these data points to linear regressions, it can be seen that the silver oxide 

formation follows a zero order Arrhenius reaction rate law. The oxidation rate constant is 

the change of oxygen concentration at our nanocube surfaces with respect to time which 

is proportional to the change in intensity of the silver oxygen peak with respect to time. 

Therefore, the slope of our linear regressions can indicate the oxidation rate constant. 

PVP capped Ag nanocubes have a low density polymer “wool ball” that does not protect 

the nanocubes very well from photo-oxidation and thus a much higher rate constant can 
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be seen.  

 With molecular passivation as a protective coating, essentially the state-of-the-art 

type of coating for nanoparticles, there is a reduced rate constant. However this 

indicates that this coating is hardly sufficient for protection against photo-oxidation. 

These molecular coatings form decent monolayers but they aren’t nearly as robust as 

dense solid state oxide coatings.  

 Even with the oxide coatings, there are performance variances with thickness. 

With increasing thickness, there is a decreasing rate constant until a ~ 3 nm oxide 

coating where it can fully suppress the effects of photo-oxidation out to a few hours.  

 Essentially, for the polymer and molecularly passivated coatings, there are 

drastically higher oxidation constants because of how poor these low-density non-

interconnected coatings are at protecting against photo-oxidation. The foundation of 

photo-oxidation protection occurs with these alumina coatings that enable much lower 

oxidation constants. The phenomenon of photo-oxidation follows an Arrhenius rate law. 

As the rate constant decreases, RT remains constant, and thus the activation energy 

barrier increases. Essentially, for the oxide coating (and for thicker ones at that) there 

are higher activation energy barriers towards oxidation. This then translates into a 

diffusion-controlled reaction where there is heat absorbed by the nanocubes causing an 

increase in oxidation rate. However, oxygen must diffuse from the outer surface into the 

surface of the nanocube. With increasing oxide thickness, it makes it more difficult for 

light irradiation to heat up the nanocubes as well as providing an increasingly thick 

physical barrier towards oxygen diffusion.  

 Chapter 3 in part is currently being prepared for submission for publication of the 

material. Palani, Stephen; Hsu, Su-Wen; Liu, Yuanyuan; Tao, Andrea R. The thesis 

author was the primary investigator and author of this material. 
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CHAPTER 4: FUTURE WORKS AND APPLICATIONS 
 

4.1 Tip-enhanced Raman Spectroscopy 
 

 

Figure 4.1 Schematic demonstrating tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy19 

 Tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) is a powerful optical technique for 

chemical mapping that has the potential to achieve quantitative spectroscopic analysis of 

arbitrary surfaces with nanoscale resolution.19 TERS combines ultrasensitive vibrational 

spectroscopy with scanning probe methods by using a nanoscale metal tip to raster a 

surface. Upon irradiation, the metal tip behaves like an optical antenna to facilitate near-

field amplification of both the incident and Raman-scattered light.19 As seen in figure 4.1, 

by scanning this tip laterally across a surface, TERS enables the point-by-point 

acquisition of chemical information-rich Raman spectra with spatial resolutions from a 

few tens of nanometers down to < 1 nm.19 TERS is inherently label-free, non-destructive, 

and can be performed in ambient conditions. Understanding and engineering probe 

structures with reproducibility and regularity remains a major obstacle in the 

implementation of TERS. Due to the contact mode engagement of the TERS tips with 

the underlying metal substrate, the tips must be resilient to both mechanical damage 

incurred by contact with the sample surface and thermal damage incurred by laser 
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irradiation.  

 It has been previously demonstrated that TERS probes can be fabricated by 

assembling shaped, colloidal metal nanoparticles onto an AFM probe to generate a 

nanoantenna structure.19 When brought into contact with a metal substrate, the 

nanoparticles form a high quality plasmonic cavity that supports a coupled resonance 

mode.19 Colloidal Ag nanocubes (AgNC) enable the engineering of these cavities to 

possess strong resonances in the visible to near-infrared range. AgNCs exhibit localized 

surface plasmon resonances in the visible spectrum and optical resonances that are 

highly tunable with AgNC size.19  

 As with all metal nanoparticles, AgNCs possess innate disadvantages in their 

ease towards oxidation under ambient conditions or under light irradiation. With this 

body of work, AgNC morphology can be preserved and lifetime can be vastly extended. 

When assembled onto SERS substrates or TERS tips, these AgNCs will not degrade 

chemically or mechanically and will have much longer shelf lives. Through the precise 

thickness control offered by ALD, these uniform coatings will not compromise the 

effective gap distance between AgNC and metal substrate necessary for high Raman 

enhancement.   
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Overview 
 
 This work studied the effects of an aluminum oxide coating on the robustness of 

plasmonic Ag nanocubes. By exposing these protected Ag nanocubes to extreme 

degradation tests, it was determined that the coatings offered complete protection 

against traditional degradation mechanisms. This body of work served to further the 

applicability of plasmonic spectroscopy by extending the lifetime of the near-field 

enhancing nanoparticles.  

 First and foremost, this work successfully developed highly uniform, ultrathin, and 

conformal alumina coatings. These ultrathin coatings are crucial to maintaining a gap 

distance between the metal nanoparticle and the underlying metal substrate that 

facilitates high Raman enhancement. Furthermore, the degradation tests properly 

mimicked the degradation mechanisms that these plasmonic nanoparticles typically 

experience. It was observed that a ~0.92 nm alumina coating offers complete protection 

against peroxide chemical etching and aggressive thiophenol chemical contamination. A 

~2.81 nm alumina coating offers complete protection against photo-oxidation while 

thinner coatings offer mitigation against this phenomenon.  
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